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VLL926 SERVICED SECTION TO SELF SERVICE CON-

VERSION KIT FITMENT INSTRUCTION’S.

VLL926S FULL SELF SERVICE

VLL926D SERVICED + SELF SERVICE
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CONVERSION KIT PARTS LIST.

VLL926S CONVERSION KIT.

PART DESCRIPTION PARTS PER CABINET SECTION

DECK ELEMENT FRONT 1

DECK ELEMENT REAR 1

GLASS STOP ASSEMBLY 1

CENTRE GLASS SUPPORT ASSEMBLY 1

END GLASS SUPPORT BRACKET 1

FRONT GLASS 1

LOWER FRONT GLASS CHANNEL 1

INNER CANOPY ASSEMBLY (WIRED) 1

SIMMERSTAT 1

SIMMERSTAT LABEL 1

WIRING DIAGRAM 1

INSTRUCTIONS 1

FIXINGS 1 PACKET

SEALANT (EXTERIOR) 1

SEALANT (INTERIOR) 1

LOWER FRONT GLASS SUPPORT 2
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VLL926D SECTION VIEW DRAWINGS
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VLL926S SECTION VIEW DRAWINGS
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NOTE

 Wiring diagram for 1250mm sections. All case wiring will

now match self serve section
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NOTE

 Wiring diagram for 938mm sections. All case wiring will

now match self serve section
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Scope of work:

1. Remove parts to be replaced on the serviced section of the cabinet.

 Front glass, including gas struts

 Inner canopy (Use existing wiring to pull through new wire loom)

 Deck elements

2. fit new simmerstat to electric box

3. Fit new deck elements

4. Fit new inner canopy assembly

5. Fit self service glass support components to lower front of cabinet

6. Fit top glass stop assemblies to the top at both sides of the converted section

7. Fit top and bottom self service glass

8. Connect wiring into the electric box and test

9. Refit any panels removed to perform the above tasks

All work will require the cabinet to be electrically isolated from

the mains supply.

All electrical work shall be performed by a suitably qualified

tradesperson

Special tools:

 Star drive bits to undo grub screws locating the front glass

 Square drive bits for some cabinet panel fixing screws
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VLL926 SERVICED TO SELF SERVICE CONVERSION IN-

STRUCTIONS

STEP 1 (Remove parts)

After electrically isolating the cabinet, remove the front glass, canopy element guard and inner

canopy.

 Disconnect supply wiring from the inner canopy, this will be used to pull through the new

wiring loom for the upgraded heating array

NOTE

The inner canopy guard will be refitted to the cabinet

CAUTION

It is strongly advised that 2 people remove the front glass to prevent

personal injury or damage to parts

Inner Canopy Guard
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 Remove the deck racks and tray guards form inside the cabinet. This will allow removal of

the deck elements. Parts will be reused.

 Remove the glass divider and divider support (dual sided cabinets) if required. These

parts should be left in if the cabinet is still to be run as two separate sections

 Remove the rear worktop and worktop insulation. This is required to allow access to pull

the new canopy wiring loom through the cabinet

Deck Rack

Tray Guard

Glass Divider and Support
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Canopy wiring will come out of the cabinet and pass through the element connection channel.

The element connection channel needs to be removed to access the deck element connections

and securing nuts.

 Disconnect and remove the deck elements.

Element connection

channel

Canopy wiring

conduit
Cabinet wiring

conduit
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STEP 2 (fitting new parts)

 Fitting instructions for the Glass stop assembly.

 Fit the glass into the glass clamp check it does not clash with any adjacent patch

end or top glass and tighten. Adjust the glass stop screw to align with adjacent

glass.

NOTE

The screw is adjusted to align the glass with any adjacent ex-

isting pieces of glass.

Glass Stop AY-7110 is fitted at outer end of each self service piece of

glass. Its position is hard to the top against the canopy extrusion

with the filleted corner in the top corner of the extrusion and flush

with the end. Use 6-6 alloy rivets to fasten in place.

AY-7110

Canopy Extrusion
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The new lower front glass assembly components are fitted

NOTE

How the plastic Lower Front Glass Support is fitted onto the

upper front aluminium extrusion
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 Fit the new inner canopy.

 The new wiring will need to be pulled through the cabinet. Use the existing wiring for

this purpose.

Pull the wiring to the rear parcel shelf first, then pull it through the rest of the cabinet.

 Refit the canopy element guard once the inner canopy has been secured.

Pull wiring from the canopy

to this point first

 Once the wiring is through the cabinet, follow the routing of the existing wiring back to

the electric box.

 Install the new simmerstat. There are pre-punched holes in the wiring tray to allow

fitting of extra simmerstats.

 Fit new deck elements.

 All new wiring can now be fitted off

All electrical work shall be performed by a suitably qualified

tradesperson
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Perform all required electrical tests before reconnecting the

power supply to the cabinet.

 Connect cabinet to the power supply and test run, check all new lights and elements

work correctly.

 Set simmerstats to match the existing self serve section. If this was a serviced cabi-

net only, set the simmerstats to 4 and monitor product and adjust to achieve re-

quired product temperatures.

NOTE

This case has been designed to maintain product between
65ºC to 80ºC. Hot food must be loaded into the cabinet

straight from the oven, at a minimum of 75°C.

NOTE

The thermometer is reading air temperature not product
temperature. Do not adjust the cabinet settings based on

the thermometer reading.
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If you encounter any problems with these instructions please contact McAlpine Hussmann

for assistance

Australia: Hussmann Ltd

Email: mhl_helpdesk_au@hussmann.com

Ph. 1300 36 38 40

New Zealand: McAlpine Hussmann Ltd

Tauranga

Ph. +64 7 578 0965


